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Play Fair
at The Public!
The third membership event,
‘Play Fair’, held on 7th June at
The Public in West Bromwich was
enjoyed by over 200 people.
The event was opened by Chief
Executive, Karen Dowman,
launching the Trust’s Single
Equality Scheme, ‘Play Fair’. Emma
Louis, Head of Diversity and
Spirituality, explained that the
Scheme is essentially about making
things fairer for all. Parminder
Dhani, who delivers our diversity
awareness training then outlined
how staff, service users and the
local community were involved
in shaping the Scheme. Copies of
‘Play Fair’ can be found on the Trust
website and intranet.
33 different organisations presented
a variety of exhibitions providing
useful information for everyone.
User-lead workshops covered a
range of interesting topics. The
greatest impact, judging by the
excellent feedback received, was
made by the personal stories of
some of our service users who used
their own experiences to show how
their lives have been improved. Two
of the workshops that really got
people talking were Anthony Steen’s
‘Journey to Employment’ and the
story of recovering from depression

given by
Rita Wakeman,
Olive Nock and
Margaret Sweeting.
There are too many people
to thank for making the event so
memorable but a special mention
must go to Jackie Smart, NonExecutive Director, who facilitated
the day. She made sure everyone
knew where the exhibition area
was, how to find the workshops and
where the musical entertainment
and more importantly where lunch
was being held.
The fun stuff was welcomed by all
with the Smoothie Bike once again
being one of the more popular
activities. Delegates also had fun
learning how to juggle and spin
plates and enjoyed music from local
singer songwriter Ben Drummond
and chilled out tunes from
saxophonist James Renford.

Parminder Dhani,
Bob Piper, Emma Louis
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A Therapy and Recovery Unit Evolves
Part three: From
many disciplines
to one team
When we work as one discipline
amongst many, it is possible for us
to become quite blinkered to our
role. We can become so paranoid
about others ‘getting us to do what
they are paid for’ that we stop
seeing the bigger picture.
Even when the disciplines work
together there are usually very
clear and defined boundaries in
play. This can mean we miss out

on a lot we could otherwise be
benefitting from.
Things can be different though.
At the Therapy and Recovery
Unit we have learnt to work as
one team. Psychology, nursing,
health care, medical, occupational
therapy and physiotherapy staff
regularly run groups together
and with psychology supervision
and teaching sessions for all
disciplines’ students, we have found
understanding and respect has
grown amongst all of us.
We do more than just pull in
the same direction. We share

knowledge and ideas; we discuss
plans and inspire each other. In
short, we see ourselves not in
our defined roles but as one unit
working to constantly develop the
service for the benefit of all.
I can honestly say I have developed
as a nurse because of this approach
and I am sure others would agree.
Hopefully in turn I have helped
others to develop too. One thing I
do know is that the service would
not be where it is today had we all
said ‘that’s not my job’.
Matt
Matthew Griffiths, Staff Nurse

All about me...
Name: Vanessa Louise Donovan
Job Title: Work Placement Co-ordinator
How long have you worked for
the Trust? 4 weeks.

People you most admire?
Michelle Obama.

What do you enjoy most about
your job? I thoroughly enjoy
working with young people and
helping them to achieve their
potential.

Hobbies? Travelling, water sports,
rock climbing, self-development
and of course shopping.

Favourite TV programme?
I watch Eastenders religiously,
but enjoy watching series such as
Heroes, Flashforward and America’s
Next Top Model. I can also watch
Channel E and The Discovery
Channel all day long.
Favourite film(s)? I’m a major film
buff, so this is a hard one, but
some of my favourite films include
Sleepers, Predator, Alien, Lord of
the Rings, Pirates of the Caribbean,
Casino, Saw, The Goonies, Gladiator,
300. Too many to mention.
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Favourite food? Nan’s cooking,
Italian and Thai.
Favourite drink? Peach Bellini.

Favourite place?
There’s no place like home!
Work ambition? At the current
moment, it is to gain as much
experience as possible.

Your best feature? I’ll ask my Mum.
Favourite Car? Audi TT and the old
school Porsche that was in the film
Bad Boys.

Personal ambition? To be
able to wake up every single
morning and enjoy the job
that I’m doing.

What would you change about
yourself? Nowt. I am what I am!

People you most dislike?
Negative people.

Favourite book/magazine?
It will forever be The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe, by C.S Lewis.

What makes you angry?
Ignorance.

Hairdresser
Sharon Barnes
It was always my ambition to be a
hairdresser and although teachers at
school, the careers advisor and even my
family tried to put me off the idea of
hairdressing after a short spell of 17 years
in the retail business I am finally doing
what I love at a place I love.
Being made redundant from my retail post
was probably the best thing that could
have happened to me. I decided to retrain,
went to college and here I am at Edward
Street Hospital and have been since 2003.
When I first came to the hospital there
was a team of four hairdressers but over
the years as patient numbers reduced so
did the hairdressing staff. Leaving me as
the last woman standing, and standing is
something I do a lot of!
I provide a hairdressing service to patients
at Edward Street Hospital, both men and
ladies. Clients also come to me from the
Therapy and Recovery Unit, doing so as
part of their recovery process. If someone
wants their hair cut or set they have to
book an appointment on a day that they
do not normally visit the Unit.
Most people like to visit me at our
lovely new purpose built salon because
I work hard on making the environment
accessible, welcoming, calm and non-

threatening. Regulars love coming to see
me and comment how relaxing a bit of
pampering in the salon is. If people are a
little less mobile or can’t get off the wards
for any reason I will always go and pay
them a visit because everyone deserves
their pampering session and to be able
to have the ‘feel good factor’ that having
your hair done gives.
The service is a paid for service but it is not
a profit making service. I will always advise
on hair products and help with specific hair
related problems and, at the request of
clients, have started to sell hair products in
the salon at very reasonable prices.
Staff are also very welcome to book
appointments and in fact I would love to
see more staff using the facility as there
is currently capacity for me to take on a
few more appointments. I am looking
to expand the hairdressing service in the
future if there is sufficient demand. So
please come in and pay me a visit, after all
we all deserve a bit of me time.

If you or your
team would li
featured in th
ke to be
is item please
contact Yvonn
e
Mayne on ext
. 8032 or email
yvonne.mayne
@smhft.nhs.uk
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Trust goes GREEN
It is widely acknowledged that CO2 (carbon) emissions
have a detrimental impact both on the environment in
which we live and our health and well being. As a NHS
body with an objective of improving health, it is clear
that we have a responsibility to do as much as we can
towards reducing carbon emissions and improving the
health prospects of our future generations.
The Trust’s carbon emissions in 2007/2008 were 2,720
tonnes of CO2. This was made up as follows:
• 2,369 tonnes from buildings (Gas and Electricity)
• 115 tonnes from waste, water and refrigerant gas
• 235 tonnes from travel and transport

FACTS

A photocopier left on
overnight uses enough energy to
produce over 1500 copies

Office lights left on
overnight use enough energy
in a year to heat a home for
almost 5 months

Penrose goes

Football
Not wanting to be left out of the hype surrounding the
World Cup, Occupational and Speech and Language
Therapy staff decided to organise World Cup activities for
clients on Penrose.
The opening ceremony was celebrated with football
cupcakes and accessories which were thoroughly enjoyed
by all. Enthused service users were keen to join in the arts
and crafts activities by making posters and decorating the
main lounge area. Others were eager to decorate flags
and assist in developing a ‘who verses who’ board which
now takes place of pride in the ward. So that everyone can
monitor progress of their team the board is updated by
service users, with support from staff, on a daily basis.
Everyone is joining in with the football celebrations and
activities surrounding the World
Cup and staff are busy
organising something
special for the final,
whoever gets there!
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Numerous initiatives are being looked at to further
reduce the Trust’s carbon footprint including waste
management, recycling and travel plans (cycling,
car sharing, working from home, car parking, public
transport, etc).
Read about Simon Wollaston’s
green journey to work on page the
opposite page.

A chiller door
left open for 30 minutes a day
wastes enough energy in a
year to power a lighthouse for
nearly 4 days

Air conditioning
for one extra hour a day uses
enough energy in a month to
power a TV for over a year

Staff and patients
celebrating
England’s goal

Therefore, the Trust’s Carbon
Management Plan (CMP), which has
been endorsed by the Carbon Trust, commits to reduce
its carbon footprint and has in fact already made a
saving of 527 tonnes of CO2 emissions.

A computer
left on overnight for a
year creates enough CO2 to fill
a double-decker bus

Alan Slym
and Nathan
Andrews
preparing
dinner

Ready
Steady, Cook!
The ‘cooking skills’ activity recently introduced on
Penrose and Newton House by the Occupational
Therapy Team at Heath Lane is going down a storm,
much to the delights of the clients.
Clients are being encouraged to carry out the whole
process of preparing a meal. They decide what they
would like to eat then, with support, go out and buy
the ingredients before finally preparing, cooking
and serving their meal.
One participant commented that he ‘enjoyed
cooking his own food as it tasted better than the
hospital food’.
Participants also enjoy sharing the fruits of
their labour with other residents and this has
given them a great sense of achievement.

Simon’s
Green
journey
to work
In 1995 I sold my car. At that time,
I was finding it expensive to run
and as I was only working a couple
of miles from home, it was easier,
and far cheaper, for me to use
alternative forms of transport.
A lot has changed since then, I
now work around 11 miles from
home, but I have never returned
to driving for this journey. I believe
the advantages of alternative
transport far outweigh the
benefits of driving.
I usually use public transport,
though I sometimes cycle, and
although these methods take a
little longer (driving – 40 minutes,
alternative methods about
50) the time spent is far more
enjoyable. Driving involves my
full concentration for the whole
journey, then there’s traffic jams
and finding a parking space! I have

enough stress
during my working
day so would sooner
not have any more during my
commute!
Although public transport has a
reputation for its unreliability, I
believe this is greatly exaggerated.
I use the Metro, which runs every
few minutes and wait no longer
than ten minutes for a bus at the
end of the line to take me home.
This time is my own, to read, listen
to music, play on a games console
or even doze. By the time I get
home, I’ve unwound from a day
at work. I virtually always manage
to get a seat and enjoy this time
in my own world at the start and
end of the day. All the stereotypes
people have of public transport
seem to me to be grounded on
quite outdated experiences. To
me, it is clean efficient, nonthreatening, and with a monthly
pass, relatively cheap.
To cycle is a bit more effort, but I
can still make it to work in only a
few more minutes than I would in
a car. Cycling 22 miles in a day is
quite a challenge, but fortunately
less than half of this is on main
roads, with about a third being
on traffic free routes. How could

the commute to work be more
enjoyable than having a stork fly
alongside you or looking at the
sunrise over the Midlands from
a high point. By the time I get to
work, though a little exhausted, I
feel energised and the availability
of showers mean I’m fresh as well!
Of course, the impact our travel
choices have on the environment is
a particularly hot topic at present,
and I get a warm glow inside
knowing I’m doing my bit for the
future of the planet. I strongly
believe that if more people were
to use public transport, the extra
revenue would allow services to
improve, and less cars on the road
would improve reliability. It may
seem a big step for people to
take, but I’m sure if more people
gave it a go, it would shake their
stereotypes and prove beneficial
for them, and the planet.
Simon Wollaston,
Drug Worker – Anchor Project
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Wedding
Celebrations
at Simpson Street
On 25th May, Emma Louis, Head of Diversity and
Spirituality (and an ordained priest), performed the
delightful task of blessing the wedding of Debra and
Peter Snow, at Simpson Street Positive Choices.

Katie working with Jilahni during her
spell volunteering in India last summer

Therapist takes
her skills abroad
On the 17th August 2010 Katie Dooley, a speech
and language therapist in the professional clinical
services team, will be travelling to Oltania in
Romania to work with abandoned children and
adults with special needs. She is volunteering as
part of a team of 9 volunteers for a project run by
the Child and Adult Support team (CAST) who are
partnered with the charity, The Wishing Well project.
Katie will work between eight state run flats
(each containing 6-8 children) and two asylums
(each containing between 40-70 adults) to provide
training to staff and volunteers on communication.
She will focus specifically on the effects physical and
learning disabilities have on communication. The
volunteers will be taking over therapeutic materials
to support staff to communicate effectively with
the children and adults and promote activities to
develop communication skills.
Katie is currently working towards her qualification
in the assessment and management of eating
and drinking disorders (dysphagia). As part of her
work towards this, she hopes to provide awareness
training whilst in Romania to help others
understand and recognise signs of difficulty whilst
eating or drinking.
Katie is holding a Ceilidh and raffle to help to raise
money to buy therapeutic materials and to support
the aim to build a therapeutic centre for children
with autism in Romania. Any raffle prizes or money
you may be able to donate towards the cause would
be greatly appreciated. Please contact Katie at
Katie.dooley@smhft.nhs.uk.
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The couple met two years ago when they started using
the services at Positive Choices and just like all good
love stories they, in their own words, ‘clashed initially’.
Although they clashed they both secretly liked the
look of each other and when Peter joined the craft
class it offered the opportunity for them to strike up a
conversation and find they had a lot in common. Peter
asked for Debra’s telephone number and the rest, as
they say, is history.
The couple got married on 11th April 2009 and vowed
they would wait until the service moved back into
Simpson Street from the temporary home at Hill Crest
to have the marriage blessed.
Following the blessing Debra and Peter cut their cake,
guests toasted the newly blessed couple and everyone
enjoyed a wonderful buffet organised by the staff at
Simpson Street.
Martin Hubbard, a member of the Simpson Street
Strummers, wrote a touching song called ‘You are
blessed’ for Debra and Peter
and later he and the
Strummers played
music for
the happy
couple
and their
guests.
Peter and
Debra
cutting
their cake

Left to right:
Raymond,
Tom, Glen
the Grin, Arjit,
Terry, (seated)
Martin and Michael
– The Simpson Street
Strummers

Abbey Ward’s
Narrative Project
Staff on Abbey Ward are
encouraging in-patients to produce
an account of their admission to
hospital. The initiative is in line
with NICE guidelines, and once the
record is written up, it is added to
the individual’s clinical notes.
Since the project began in April
2009, twenty inpatient accounts
have been produced. Themes
identified are the perceived
injustices about being admitted
to hospital and feelings of
unhappiness at not being
fully understood. Positive and
negative views have been
expressed about mental health
services and mixed views about
medication and awareness of
possible treatment options.

Ward staff appreciate
the account writing process
and feel that they have been
interesting and clinically useful.
The process has also helped staff
to build confidence in their skills
and ability to further develop and
reinforce relationships with patients.
It is clear that patients value the
opportunity to produce an account
of their experiences. The ‘narrative
writing process’ has allowed
patients to feel that their ‘voice’ is
important and is being heard, as
evidenced below:

The identification of early
warning signs and events
that have triggered clients
deterioration can, in some cases,
be used to help with building
crisis prevention plans to assist in
preventing future admissions.

One patient commented
“I am very grateful for this
(narrative) experience. I have
never seen this before, that
people want to learn about our
perspective. I was thinking of
going to the press but I thought
about the repercussions. I asked
myself, ‘What is it that I want?’
I just wanted someone to listen
to my story. Then I heard about
the narrative project and I was
happy to get involved, this is our
time to express ourselves.”

Staff involved
in the Narrative Project

We would like to thank staff
and clients on Abbey Ward
who participated, without their
dedication this project would not
have been possible.
We hope to see this project
become part of the routine of our
ward environment where clients
regularly have the opportunity to
contribute to their ward notes with
an account of the events leading
up to their admission.
One of our clients kindly gave us
permission to show his narrative
which can be found on the
homepage of the website.
Samina Allie, Chartered
Counselling Psychologist
and Suzanne Whittall, Assistant
Psychologist.

Congratulations…
To the following Trust volunteers who have been recognised for
their contribution to volunteering by the ‘Volunteer Centre Sandwell’
• Liz Gratwick – winner of Outstanding
Contribution to Volunteering (League of Friends &
Freddy’s, Edward Street Hospital)
• Susan Gray – runner up for Outstanding
Contribution to Volunteering (Library)
• Jacky Antcliff – runner up for Best Health and
Social Care Volunteer (Art Group, Simpson Street)
• Sue Ralph – runner up for Best Health and Social
Care Volunteer (member of Community Expert
Panel (CEP), involved with developing mental
health services and setting up a steering group in
the area of domestic violence.)

To the following members of staff who
have recently completed their NVQ in Health & Social Care:
Level 2
• Munawar Hashmi • Jacqueline
• Angela Scott
• Agnes Campbell
Kennedy
• Sarah Buckley
• Vasanti Patel
• Jasvir Kaur
Level 3
• Daljeet Kaur
• Carl Taylor
• Simon Young
• Nicola Turner
• Raj Basawi
• Doris Pritchard
• Lorraine Emms
• Doreen Gordon
• Rebecca Peake
• Kevin Bates
• Premila Dhirajlal • Tracy Ankrett
Also Dawn Roden who has completed her NVQ Assessor
Award (A1) and to Jacqueline Parker, the first community
CPN in the Trust to be awarded a Diploma in CBT.
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Hearing Voices
Thanks to money raised at last year’s Hallam Fete
staff and patients enjoyed an evening at the Arena
Theatre in Wolverhampton, watching a play called
‘Hearing Voices’ by Clare Summerskill.
The script for the story, of six people who met as
patients on an acute secure psychiatric ward in
London, the writer being one of them, is taken
entirely from interviews conducted by the writer
with each of the patients.
Both patients and staff enjoyed this verbatim
theatre, which was incredibly powerful and
exposed many faults within the mental health
system. After the play, staff met with patients to
draw upon their own experiences of being service
users on a psychiatric ward. The play raised a
number of issues prompting clients to share their
own reflections and experiences, whilst
drawing support from one another.
The play had a profound affect on
Lee Williams, (pictured) so much
so that afterwards he put pen to
paper and wrote the following
to share his experiences of being
an in-patient.

We all went out today
Chauffeured to watch a play
Listened to talking, screaming and yelling
By God it was compelling
The story told hit a nerve,
I thought it was me, my mind tried to swerve,
The story told of staff like mice,
Not on our ward they are all very nice,
We listened to Clare all the way through,
Then it was time for us to go.
I felt unwell and went outside,
Thankfully with Gordon by my side,
I thought at any moment I was going to drop.
Then Dave appeared asking where’s the nearest chocky shop.
We all got on the bus us guys and the girls ﬂicking their hair.
We sat down, even Charity in her own wheelchair.
We’ve had a moment in time which was good
So please lets all be understood.
We talked about what we heard and saw,
We all agreed it was great and not a bore,
So thank you to Charity and Samina
For the play, sandwiches and Ribena.

Lee s
William

Poem written by

A walk Keeping
a day keeps up the good work!
the doctor away
Just a small amount of exercise in a ‘green
space’ can boost your mental health according
to recent research.
Growing evidence suggests that combining
activities such as walking or cycling with
nature, boosts well-being. Whilst the strongest
impact has been seen in young people and
people who suffer a mental illness, everyone
who undertakes ‘green’ exercise will benefit.
Surprisingly, the researchers found that just
five minutes of “green exercise” p
produced the
biggest effect – which
ch is good news
for those who find it difficult
to find the time to exercise.
xercise.
No more excuses now
w
go on, why not give itt
a go – feel better, lift
your mood and get fit!!

A big THANK YOU to the members of the ICT department;
John, Darren, Luke and Asha, for all of their efforts in supporting
the Trust operationally on a daily basis and also for all of the
remedial, maintenance and technical support work that goes on
behind the scenes and out of hours. The team does everything
with limited help from external specialist support organisations.
ICT is a ‘transparent’ service, when it works no one raises an
eyebrow but when errors occur, the impact can be critical on an
individual or Trust wide basis. The team provides a service that is
second to none with high availability of business critical systems
and response to prioritised faults within minutes, doing so with
80% less staff than similar sized NHS Trusts. The team have to be
efficient in what they do and how they do it, to be effective in
providing an equitable service for the whole Trust.
The ICT helpdesk Customer Satisfaction Survey (received by
T
yyou when your call is closed) has proved to be a useful tool for
receiving feedback and delivering better ICT. The feedback gained
re
has been, on the whole, very positive and in some circumstances
ha
we have changed how we do things. The team appreciate your
w
feedback whether positive or negative, as their aim is not just to
fee
maintain the status quo but to improve the service for everyone.
ma
Shaun Middlemas, ICT Services Manager
Sha
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